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	Modeling and Analysis of Telecommunications Networks, 9780471348450 (0471348457), John Wiley & Sons, 2004
A timely and relevant analysis of today's complex call     models
     In today's world of ever-expanding telecommunications options, here is an     advanced-level text that covers the mathematical methods used in the analysis     of modern telecom networks, with emphasis on a variety of call models such as     quality of service (QoS) in packet-switched Internet Protocol (IP) networks,     Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), and Time Division Multiplexing (TDM). The     authors move from basic principles to complex concepts and outline the     fundamental steps toward modeling and analyzing each system. Illustrative     numerical examples are carried out using three computational tools, Excel,     Matlab®, and Maple.
Refined and class tested for more than five years, Modeling     and Analysis of Telecommunications Networks will benefit telecom researchers,     students, and professionals alike, with thorough coverage that includes:      

	Plentiful numerical examples that illustrate the material covered and utilize the tools described
	Complex concepts supported by extensive computations and detailed derivations
	Analytical work complemented by a chapter presenting mathematical foundations of simulation
	A complementary Web site with computational software that will be regularly updated with new examples and exercises


About the Author
   JEREMIAH F. HAYES, PhD, received his PhD in Electrical Engineering from the University of California, Berkeley, in 1966. Dr. Hayes is recently retired as Distinguished Emeritus Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Concordia University. He has held visiting positions at several institutions, including the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, IBM Zurich Research Laboratory, Bell Communications Research, Bell Northern Research, University College, Cork, and the University of Canterbury. In recognition of his contributions, Dr. Hayes was raised to the rank of Fellow of the IEEE in 1983. In 1996, he was the fourth recipient of the Canadian Award in Telecommunications Research.
    THIMMA V. J. GANESH BABU, PhD, received his PhD in Electrical and Computer Engineering from Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, in 2001. He has been a Member of Technical Staff at EMS Technologies, Montreal, Quebec. He is a telecommunications consultant and part-time professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Concordia University.       
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SPSS for Introductory and Intermediate Statistics: SPSS for Introductory StatisticsPsychology Press, 2004

	This book is designed to help students learn how to analyze and interpret research data with basic
	statistics. It is intended to be a supplemental text in an introductory (undergraduate or graduate)
	statistics or research methods course in the behavioral sciences or education and it can be used in
	conjunction with any mainstream text....


		

Crystal Xcelsius For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Build cool interactive dashboards to explain your data
   

   Create charts, maps, and gauges, slice data into various views, and more — easily!   

   Crystal Xcelsius is like a rocket-booster that lets you turn your Excel spreadsheets into professional-looking dashboards, scorecards,...


		

PowerShell 3.0 Advanced Administration HandbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Getting PowerShell to serve you even more effectively is simplified with this guide to advanced administration. Automating repetitive daily tasks and streamlining processes is demonstrated with real-world examples and screenshots.


	Overview

	
		Discover and understand the concept of Windows PowerShell 3.0

...




	

Murach's PHP and MySQL (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2010

	Ever since it was created in 1995. PHP has been a favorite of developers for server-side web programming. In fact, in some surveys, it now stands as today's most popular web programming language. By most counts, over a million web sites have been written in PHP, including portions of today's largest, most recognizable sites, and often...


		

Critical Indigenous Rights Studies (Routledge Research in Human Rights Law)Routledge, 2018

	
		The field of ‘critical indigenous rights studies’ is a complex one that benefits from an interdisciplinary perspective and a realist (as opposed to an idealised) approach to indigenous peoples. This book draws on sociology of law, anthropology, political sciences and legal sciences in order to address emerging issues in...



		

Visualizing Data in R 4: Graphics Using the base, graphics, stats, and ggplot2 PackagesApress, 2021

	
		Master the syntax for working with R’s plotting functions in graphics and stats in this easy reference to formatting plots. The approach in Visualizing Data in R 4 toward the application of formatting in ggplot() will follow the structure of the formatting used by the plotting functions in graphics and...
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